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Note: The subjects of these Special Announcements do not always reflect the opinions of this editor,
nor are they always naturist-specific. I present them only as information. – Ed.
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Announcing the First Book on the Gymnosophists
by Paul LeValley
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The Gymnosophists or "naked philosophers" were a small religious group in India. They lasted only two
centuries, but in their last days, they happened to meet with the invading soldiers of Alexander the Great.
Marvelous things came from that cross-fertilization of cultures—each with its own nude tradition. Greek art,
and even athletics, flowed east. Indian philosophical concepts flowed west. For twenty-three centuries, this
small band of naked philosophers has continued to fascinate the West. Age after age has reshaped their story.
The last time anyone attempted to gather documents on the Gymnosophists was in 1665, and that book included
only the early Christian writings. We have learned a few things since then. Modern scholarship in many
languages has uncovered so many additional related sources, that the time has now come to assemble them all
in one place. In essence, the first half of this book tells the same story 91 different ways.

Greek ideas about nude art traveled eastward. I have written about that at some length in the August 2018 issue
of AANR’s The Bulletin. To a lesser degree, nude Greek athletics flourished in India for a few centuries. Here
we see Indian wrestlers in traditional loincloths, but the trainer and the boy are nude in the Greek fashion. The
figures floating in the center background are Buddhist, but we don't know the story.
Indian philosophical ideas have flowed westward. Scholars had long assumed the Gymnosophists would prove
to be Jains, since naked Jain monks still wander the back roads of India today. I, too, began with that
assumption—until I gradually realized it was wrong. It turns out the Gymnosophists were teaching the
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philosophy of Sañjaya, a contemporary of the Jain founder Mahavira, and of the Buddha. All belonged to the
Shramana (that is, non-Hindu) group of early Indian religions.
All of the Shramana religions started without gods and without clothes. The Buddha quickly gave up nudity,
and within a few centuries, most of his followers branched off into other forms of Buddhism filled with gods,
goddesses, heavens, and hells. The Jains split into naked and clothed branches, and eventually tolerated some
minor godlings.

Sañjaya taught that every question has four possible answers: yes, no, both, or neither. Furthermore, no answer
is complete until it takes all of these possibilities into consideration. The Greeks called this the quadrilemma. In
short, they were teaching agnosticism. The Buddha thought it was nonsense, and laughed at Sañjaya's followers
as eel-wrigglers, because they would not give a simple yes-or-no answer. A delightful Tibetan book cover
shows a miracle contest where the Buddha manifests himself as many Buddhas. This experience bowls the
naked ascetics right off their feet. This, of course, is the Buddhist version of what happened.
Among Alexander's soldiers, Pyrrho of Elis studied under the Gymnosophists, before going back home to found
the Greek school of Skepticism. The Skeptics struggled to understand the quadrilemma, but all Hellenistic
philosophies readily adopted Sañjaya's other teaching that the purpose of philosophy is not necessarily to find
the right answer—but rather to bring peace to the life of the thinker. They called this ataraxia.
Leaders in the Greco-Roman world chose selectively among the lessons to be learned from the Gymnosophists.
Skeptics adopted their philosophy. On the other hand, Vegetarians looked to them for their dietary example—
especially that exotic new fruit, the banana. When Linnaeus scientifically classified plants centuries later, he
called the most common breed of banana musa sapientum, or banana of the wise men. Modern banana growers
have even tried to peddle the idea that you, too, can become wise if you only eat more bananas.
Indian religions are traditionally described as following the path of knowledge, the path of action, or the path of
devotion. Questioning the existence of knowledge or of gods, the Gymnosophists were clearly on the path of
action. The fact that they might choose the time and method of their death puzzled the Greeks, but inspired
Romans as an act of bravery.
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Among the Gnostics, Encratite Christians picked up the Gymnosophist idea of nude worship—or appearing
pure before God. The Gospel of Thomas appears to be an Encratite document. Hippolytus wrote disapprovingly
of the group he called Adaminians. Traditional Christian writers have always assumed that such a worshipful
gathering must inevitably deteriorate into an orgy. Some declared there must be deacons or deaconesses
circulating through the congregation with sticks to beat down all erections.

There were also a lot of widely believed fictions—popular through ancient and medieval times. These ranged
from a quizzing episode (that appears in three quite different versions), to putting proto-Christian ideas into the
mouths of Gymnosophists. One of the most ridiculous tales concludes with Alexander the Great falling to his
knees before the Gymnosophists, and singing a Christian hymn—326 years before Christ.
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Yet there was a problem with these wise proto-Christians who could argue against the need for Greek and
Roman gods: They were naked. St. Augustine solved that by declaring that absolutely everyone since the
Garden of Eden (including Greek athletes and Gymnosophists) wore clothes. So much for facts.

Another ancient fiction involved an exchange of letters between Alexander and Dandamis, the Gymnosophist
leader. In the earlier versions, Alexander won the argument by defending the active life. Later Christian writers
thought the contemplative life should win, so they elevated Dandamis to King Dindimus and added more letters
to give him the last word. Here we see an illustration by Hector Mülich of King Dindimus reclining at his royal
ease, as the first letter arrives.
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Jewish and Islamic thinkers wrote their own fictions about the Gymnosophists. The main difference was that
Christian writers focused on the senior Gymnosophist leader, while Jewish and Islamic writers emphasized
Calanus, the second leader, who accompanied Alexander back to Persia. There are several tales of Islamic kings
who kept a wise Gymnosophist as prime minister. Christian and Islamic writers all had the Gymnosophists
mouthing conventional pieties, but one anonymous Jewish thinker found his way back to their genuine atheism.
Other writers envisioned the Gymnosophist homeland as an Eden-like paradise. Sir Thomas More introduced
his Utopia as the land of the Gymnosophists. In late medieval times, a few dissident Christian groups turned to
nude worship—or so their enemies declared, taking care to destroy any genuine documents by the believers.
The Turlupins of Paris came under papal displeasure in 1210. The church was still trying to suppress them
nearly two centuries later, in 1375. Meanwhile, the more famous Adamites of Bohemia reportedly drew
inspiration for nude worship from the Gymnosophists. An extreme branch of the Reformation started by John
Hus, they fell in battle to another Protestant group in 1421. Pope Pius II wrote the Catholic version of their
history.

The Brethren of the Free Spirit flourished quietly in the Netherlands. Painter Hieronymous Bosch belonged. His
Garden of Earthly Delights was probably intended as an Adamite altarpiece. One of his nativity paintings
shows a partially nude Adam as the fourth wise man—another Adamite teaching.
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A false rumor of Adamites in London in 1641 produced some humorous pamphlets. One of them purported to
be an Adamite sermon that rants against religious symbols, including crosses, crossbeams, crossed suspenders,
and crossroads.

During the Enlightenment of the 1700s, most scientific thinkers dismissed the Adamite groups as religious
extremists—crazier than most. Here we see an encyclopedia illustration of Adamites supposedly running amok
on the streets of Amsterdam a couple of centuries earlier. Since then, fiction writers from Voltaire to Flaubert
have sometimes used the original Gymnosophists as a contrasting voice of reason, or as a minor episode in the
never-ending histories of Alexander.
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Freemasons and Theosophists also claimed the Gymnosophists among their ideological ancestors. In this
remarkable illustration, we see young Zeus as a multi-armed Indian god, carrying masons' tools.

In the modern blogosphere, self-help writers in India again use the Gymnosophists to represent timeless values
that should not be lost in exchanges with the west and, of course, several early nudist groups have called
themselves Gymnosophical Societies.
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The second half of the book brings together 14 essays on the Gymnosophists, Jains, and related religions that I
have published in hard-to-find scholarly journals scattered across four continents. This is mostly a book for
college libraries, though a few hard-core nudists may want a copy of their own. It can be ordered for $65 at
www.paullevalley.com. Be aware that the book was printed in two sizes. You can find a cheaper version with
tiny print on Amazon. Many of the black-and-white illustrations can also be seen in color in my art history
book, available on the same web site.
There were no further contacts with the Gymnosophists, yet that did not stop people from retelling and
embellishing their story. One can legitimately say that each succeeding age wandered farther from the truth.
Yet, in another way, the unencumbered Gymnosophists have helped thinking people of each age to discover
their own truths. The original Gymnosophists would remind us that truths are many and elusive. They would
encourage us actively to strip away all unessentials, past and present, to arrive at a natural tolerance that spreads
peace in our lives.
There is no indication that this exciting process will end anytime soon.
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